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Abstract
We use the Kraskiewicz insertion algorithm to show that the R. Stanley symmetric function
can be expressed as a nonnegative integer combination of Schur P-functions. It turns out that
the decreasing parts of the insertion tableau form a shifted tableau, and Edelman-Greene
insertion can be regarded as a special case of KraAkiewicz insertion. Using these results, we
obtain simple forms for some of the B, Stanley symmetric functions. We show that the
recording tableau of a reduced word II under Kraskiewicz insertion is the evacuation of the
recording tableau of the reverse of II. We also establish a connection between Kraskiewicz
insertion and promotion sequence.

Nous employons l’algorithme d’insertion de KraSkiewicz a6n de demontrer que la fonction
symetrique B,, de Stanley peut hre exprimee comme une combinaison de P-fonctions de Schur
a coefficients positifs. 11s’avere que les parties decroissantes du tableau d’insertion ferment un
tableau gauche, et l’insertion d’Edehnan-Greene
peut hre percue comme uu cas special de
l’insertion de Kraskiewicz. Par le biais de ces resultats, nous obtenons des formes simples pour
certaines des fonctions symetriques B, de Stanley. Nous montrons que le ‘recording tableau’
d’un mot r&hut a par rapport a l’iisertion de Kraskiewicz est l’evacuation du ‘recording
tableau’ de l’image-miroir de a. Nous etablissons igalement une ‘relation entre l’insertion de
Kraskiewicz et la suite de promotion.

1. Introduction
In [4], Edelman and Greene gave an insertion algorithm that present a bijection
between the reduced words of elements of the symmetric group S, and the set ((P, Q):
P is a tableau word and Q is a standard Young tableau}. This gives rise to the formula

where F,(x) is the s~rnet~c
function appearing in [17]. The sum is over all the
insertion tableaux that can be obtained from reduced words of w. This symmetric
function was used by Stanley to enumerate the number of reduced words of a given
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permutation. It turns out that this function is also a stable Schubert polynomial
[1,3,12]. An analogue of the insertion algorithm for the hyperoctahedral group
B, was developed by Krahkiewicz in [lo]. In this paper, we use Kraskiewicz insertion
to show that the B, Stanley symmetric function G,(x) can be expressed as a nonnegative sum of Schur P-functions. Thus, we obtain a formula analogous to (1). We
also find B. analogues of some results in [4].
2 l?. Stanleysymmetric
function

We take our notations and nomenclature for the hyperoctahedral group B, (also
called the group of signed permutations) from [9]. We write an element of B, in l-line
notation. So 3421 represents the signed permutation
1234
3421’
(
>
From [93, B, is generated by the simple reflections
so = 12 ***n,
si=12..~i-li+lii$2...n

fori<i,<n.

This means that any signed ~~utation w can be expressed as a product of these simple
reflections. Any such expression for w of shortest length is called a reduced word (or
reduced decomposition)of w. We denote this shortest length by I(w)and the collection of
reduced words of w by R(w).Also, we denote the number of bars in the l-line notation of
w by lo(w).Often, for convenience, we write only the subscripts of the simple reflections
in a RdUWd word. For eXaI@e, s3s2s1sos3s2s3
may be written as 3210323.
We now define the B,, Stanley symmetric functions using compatible sequences.
There are other equivalent definitions; see [S, 23. The definition of compatible
sequences imitates the formulation of Schubert polynomial and stable Schubert
polynomials in [17, Eq. (1); 13, p. 101; 3, Theorem 1.1; 61.
We begin with the definition of a unimodal sequence.
Defi~tion 21. A sequence of integers IC= ala2 -asal is called unimodalif there exists
k such that
al

> a2 >

“’

>

ak < ak+l

<

We call a 1 = ala2 f.* ak the decrepit
ing part of a.

“’

<al.

part of a and II t = ak+l&+2 ..*ai the increas-

Note that a unimodal sequence always has a decreasing part.
To defme a compatible sequence, we consider two different types of numbers,
barred and unbarred, with the linear order
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Let (I = ala2 -a*a, CR(W).We say that a sequence of barred and
unbarred positive intergers i = il i2 -.- i, is an u-compatible sequence if
1. ii<iiz< a-- <i,,
2. ii=ij+l r . . . =& =Toccursonlywhenu~>ajtl>
-a* >a,,

Definition U

3. i,=ii+r=
. . . =ik = l OCCUfs Only when aj < ++ r < *a-< ok, and
4. ij is unbarred if Uj = 0.
Denote the set of a-compatible sequences by K(u).
Definition 2.3. Let w E B,, define the B,, Stanley symmetricfinction

of w as follows:

where [ii1 = I if ij = Tar I,
So G,(X) is a formal power series of degree I(w) in the variables x1,x2, -es. This
definition arises from algebraic considerations (see [S, 21). It is not obvious that G,(x)
is a symmetric function. However, we refer the reader to [S] where this fact follows
easily from an alternative definition. We quote the result here.
Theorem 2.4 (Fomin and Kirillov [SJ). For all w E II,,, G,(x) is a symmetricfunction
and can be expressed us an integer combination of Schur P-functions.

The theory of Schur P-functions parallels that of Schur functions [19,14]. We now
define Schur P-functions in terms of shifted tableaux.
A shifted tableau T is a collection of boxes filled with numbers, arranged into 2rows
of strictly decreasing lengths &, ,12, . . . , A,. Each row is indented one box to the right
of the row above. The partition 1= (&,rZ2,..- ,12,)is called the shape of the shifted
tableau and is denoted sh(T). We do not assume any conditions about the order of
the elements within the rows and columns.
Example

is a shifted tableau of shape (4, 3).
Definition 2.5. A shifted tableau T with n boxes is called a standard shifted Young
Tableau if
1. the entries are all distinct ranging from 1 to n,

2. the numbers in each row is strictly increasing, and
3. the numbers in each column is strictly increasing.
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Definition
2.6.
A shifted tableau T filled with barred and unbarred numbers is called
a semista~ard shijted Young tableau if
1. all the numbers are weakly increasing along each row and each column,
2. the unbarred numbers are strictly increasing in each column, and
3. the barred numbers are strictly increasing in each row.
To each se~standard
XT = XiiXjz

.*’

shifted Young tableau T of size n, we associate a monomial

X&s

where {iI, iz, . . . , in) is a listing of all the entries in T without the bars. The Schur
Q~nctio~ is indexed by 1 and we define it by

QzC4 = TX?
where the sum is over all semistandard shifted Young tableaux of shape Iz.The Schur
P-function is defined by
PA(x) = 2 - ““‘Qz(x),
where Z(i) is the number of rows in a tableau of shape R. The Schur P-functions form
a vector space basis for a subalgebra of the algebra of symmetric functions. For more
details, see [12, 14, 193.

We begin this section by giving the background of the Krdkiewicz insertion algorithm. The description of the algorithm and the B-Coxeter-Knuth relations are found in
[lo]. We state some results without proof and refer the reader to [lo] or [ll].
Definition 3.1. Let P be a shifted tableau with I rows and let Pi be the sequence of
entries in the ith row of P, reading from left to right. If
1. np = PIPI- .** PzPi is a reduced word of w, and
2. Pi is a unimodal subsequence of maximum length in PIPl_ 1 e-ePi+ 1Pi,
then P is called a standard decompositiontableau of w. We denote the set of such
tableaux by SDT(w). The word np is called the reading word of P.
Let wEB,anda=aIaz

..+ a,,,E R(w). The insertion algorithm gives a map

ala2 .-- anr E+(P, Q),
from R(w) to pairs of tableaux (P, Q) where P E SDT(w) and Q is a standard shifted
Young tableau. In the literature, P is called the insertion tableau and Q is called the
rewordingtableau.
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We first construct a sequence of pairs of tableaux
(0,0) = (P(O),Q”‘), (I”“, Q”‘), . . . , (Ptm),Q’“‘)= (P, Q),
where sh(P(‘))= sh(Q@)for i = 0, 1,a**, m. Each tableau Pts is obtained by inserting
ai into Pi- ‘1.We denote this as
p(i-

1) +

ai

=

p(i)

Note that each row in the insertion tableau is unimodal.
Insertion Algorithm

Input: ai and (Pci- ‘I, Qfi- ‘I), Output: (P@,Q@).
Step 1: Let a = Ui and R = 1st row of Pi-‘!
Step 2: Insert I( into R as follows:
Case 0: R = 0. If the empty row is the kth row, we write a indented k - 1 boxes
away from the left margin. This new tableau is Pf4.To get Q(O,we add i to Q(‘- ‘) so
that Pci)and Q(‘)have the same shape. Stop.
Case 1: Ra is unimodal. Append a to R and let P0 be this new tableau. To get Q@,
we add i to Q@-‘)so that Pci)and Q(” have the same shape. Stop.
Case 2: Ra is not unimodal. Some numbers in the increasing part of R is greater
than a. Let b be the smallest number in R f bigger than or equal to a.
- Case 2.0: a = 0 and R contains 101 as a subsequence. We leave R unchanged
and go to Step 2 with a = 0 and R equal to the next row.
- Case 2.1.1: b # a. We put a in b’s position and let c = b.
- Case 2.1.2: b = a. We leave the increasing part R t unchanged and let e = a + 1.
We insert c into the decreasing part R 1. Let d be the biggest number in RJ which is
smaller than or equal to c. This number always exists because the minimum of
a u&nodal sequence is in its decreasing part.
- Case 2.1.3: d # c. We put c in d’s place and let a’ = d.
- Case 2.1.4: d = c. We leave RJ unchanged and let a’ = c - 1.
Step 3: Repeat Step 2 with a = a’ and R equal to the next row.
Example: Let a = 01321 E R(42i3).
p(l)

zz

p(z) =

q

Q”’ =

0

m
0

1

Q(2) =

q

m
1

2
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In the above, we only use the Case 0 and Case 1 of the insertion aigorithm. In the next

step, we have to use the other cases. For clarity, we use the symbol ‘ 1’ to separate the
unimodal sequence into decreasing and increasing parts.
p(J)
t

=rot;r;l

1

c2
3
l-

= 01112

=

=

w
w

3 1 2
0
-

3 1 2
0

= p(4)

and
($4’

1

=

2 3
4

9

p(41+1=

3
cEf7

=

l

2

tl

0

= pet

and
Q(5)=
We state below the result proved by Krahkiewicz.
Theorem 3.2 (KraSkiewicz [lo, Theorem 5.23). Kraikiewicz insertion is a bijection
between R(w) and pairs of tableaux (P, Q) where P E SDT(w) and Q is a standard shifted
Young tableau of the same shape as P.
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With this result, it follows immediately that:
CoroIIary 3.3 (KraSkiewicz [lo, Section 61). Let w E B,:
IMY =

c

PPf,

P E SDT(w)

where g” is the number of standard shifted Young tableaux ofshape A.

In [lo], a number of the results and proofs depend on what we call the
B-Coxeter-Knuth relations. We translate them into our notation. If IL= al a2 ..e a,,,,
define u’ = anr.s. a2a1.
Definition 3.4. Let a, b E R(w) for some w E B, Suppose (I = cxd and b = cyd. If x w y
or x’ my’ appears in the list below, we say that (I is elementary I?-Coxeter-Knuth
related to b:

0101 N 1010

(1)

abb $ lb - ab + lbb $1

(2)

bab + lb N bb + lab

(3)

aa + lba m aa + lab,

a+laba+l~u+lbau+l,

a + 1< b
a+l<b

(4)
(5)

abdc N adbc

(6)

acdb N acbd

(7)

adcb N dacb

(8)

bade N bdac

(9)

Let e,fe R(w). If there exists a sequence of reduced words e = a1,u2, . . . , ak =fsuch
that ai is elementary B-Coxeter-Knuth related to ai+ 1, we say that e and f are
B-Coxeter-Knuth related. We denote this by e -f:

This set of relations also appeared in [8, Table 31.They are obtained by considering
promotion sequences there.
The importance of these relations lies in the following:
Theorem 3.5. Two reduced words of w ure B-Coxeter-Knuth related i# they have the
same insertion tableau P.

This is an analogue of [4, Theorem 6.241for Edelman-Greene insertion. The proof
can be found in [ 10, Theorem 5.2, 111.
An immediate and simple corollary is:

T.K. Lam ,fDiscrete Mathematics 157 (1996) 241-270
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Corohy 3.6 (Lam [ll, Corollary 1.191). Let P be (I standarddecompositiontableau.
Then
XP !!+ fP, Q).

Using the B-Coxeter-Knuth relation, Kraskiewicz also proved that
Lemma 3.7 (KraHkiewicz[ 11, Lemma 4.81). Let IIE R(w) and

Then the length of the longest unimodalsubsequence in a is Ai, the length of the first
row of P.
3.1. Properties of KraSiewicz insertion

In this subsection, we study in more detail the behaviour of KraHkiewiczinsertion.
This enables us to express the B. Stanley symmetric functions G, in terms of Schur
P-functions.
Let II E R(W) and suppose aroi+l .a*ak is unimodal. Our aim is to show that after
applying Kraskiewicz insertion to a, the entries i, i + 1, . . . , k in the recording tableau
Q satisfy the properties described below.
Definition3.8. Suppose the entries i, i $ 1, . . . , k appear in Q in the following manner:
There exists j such that
1. the entries i,i + 1, . . . ,j form a vertical strip,
2. these entries are increasing down the vertical strip,
3. the entriesj,j f 1, . . . , k - 1, k form a horizontal strip,
4. these entries are increasing from left to right, and
5. each box in the vertical strip is left of those boxes in the horizontal strip that are
in the same row.
We say that these entries form a tree in Q.
This terminology is borrowed from [Z].
Example, In the standard shifted Young tableau below, the entries 3,4,5,6form a vee:
1 2 3 6
Lw? 4 5
We start by observing the effect of inserting two numbers a, a’ into a row R of some
standard decomposition tableau. Assume throughout this subsection that Raa’ is
a reduced word of some signed permutation. We use the notation

T.K. Lam/Dtxrete Mathematks I57 (1996) 241-270
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to mean that inserting a into R results in e being bumped out and R becomes R’ after
the insertion. If a is appended to R and no number is bumped out, we write
in

R +-a=Ra.

Let us deal with the situation when a < a’.
Case 1: Ra is unimodd. Then, Raa’ is also unimodal and
R cad

= Raa’.

Case 2: Ra is not unimodal but R’a’ is unimodal. Then
in

R caa’

= e E-Rap.

Case 3: Ra, R’a’ are not unimodal. During the insertion of a into R, a bumps c from
Rt which in turn bumps e from RJ to the next row. Similarly, a’ bumps c’ which
bumps e’. We assume that c > a, c > e, c’ > a’, c’ > e’ and that c, c’, e,e’ are distinct.

so,
in
R-m’

=

... e ...

out

= e t_

in

/ . . . c . . . -aa’

. . . c .,.

in

I . . . a . . . -a’.

Since a’ > a, a’ has to bump some number bigger than a. This means that c’ lies to the
left of a in R’. Similarly, e’ lies to the right of c in R’, Therefore,
R’ = . . . e’ . . . c . . . a .., a’ . . . *R = .,. e’ . . . e . . . c . . . c’ . . . ,
Clearly, e < e’.
Similarly, it can be shown that in all the other cases where e and e’ are bumped out
by a and a’, respectively, e < e’ still holds.
If we put all these together, we get:
Lemma 3.9. Let

where anr_I < a,,,.Denote the box in the ith row andjth columnofP by (i,]]. Suppose that
in Q, the entries m - 1, m are in boxes (i, j), (i' j’), respectively. Then i 2 i’ and j < j’.
In other words,m - 1, mform a horizontalstrip of length two in Q and m - 1 is to the
left of m,

Proof. Let S be the insertion tableau of ala2 ‘.a an_2. We use induction on the
number of rows in S. Let S1 be the first row of S. Following the previous discussion:
In Case 1, both amel, a,,, get appended to &. So, i = i’ = 1 and j’ = j + 1.

ER Lam/Dtscrete Mathematics157 (1996) 241-270
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In Case 2, a,,,_l bumps some nm-nber to the second row and a, is appended. So,
i>i’=l
andj<j’.
In the other cases, both a,_ t, a,,,bump e, e’ into the second row and e < e’. If S has
onlyonerow,theni=i’=2and
l=j<j’=2.
If S has more than one row, let s’ be the resulting standard d~omposition tableau
after deleting the first row. Then e, e”is to be inserted into s’. Since S has fewer rows
than S and e < e’, by the induction hypothesis, i 2 i’ and j ‘e j’. f’J
Next, we assume that a > a’. However, we find that the result is not as nice. For
example, if a bumps e out of R and a’ bumps e’ out of R’, then it is possible to have
e < e’ in some cases and e > e’ in other cases. Nonetheless, we still can get some results
by extending the case by case analysis to the insertion of ada” into R. We summarize
them below. The proof is omitted. A proof of the second part can be found in [11,
Lemma 2.11].
Lemma 3.10. Let
ala2

e--

anr-2anr-1h 2 (P, Q).

Suppose that in Q, the entries m - 2, m - 1, m are in boxes (i,j), (i’,!), (i”,j”),
respectively.
1. If arn_2> a,_l > a,,, and i 2 i’,j <j’, then i’ Z i”, j’ e j”.
2. I’&_2 < U,_~ and amel > a, then i 3 i’, j <jr and i’ > i”, j’ <j”.

To rephrase, if a,,,...2a,,,-1~, is a decreasing sequence and the entries M - 2, m - 1
form a horizontal strip in Q, then m - 2, m - 1, m form a horizontal strip too.
If a,_za,,,_lu,,, is not unimodal, that is a,-i is bigger than both a,,,_2,u,,,, then
m - 2, m - 1 form a horizontal strip while m - 1, m form a vertical strip in Q.
Theorem 3.11. Let n = ala2 .a. a,,,E R(w) and

The subsequence ata;+1 .-a ak is unimodal ifl the entries i, i + 1, . . . , k form a
vee in Q.

Suppose ah iS the minimum in the unimodaf sequence a&+ i ‘.b ak. From
Lemma 3.9, the entries k, h + 1 ,...,kformahorixontalstripinQ.Letg&ibethe
biggest index such that in Q, the entries i, i + 1, . . . ,g form a vertical strip. Then,
0.. > ah and g, g + 1 form a horizontal strip in Q. From the first
g<h,a,>a,+l>
part of Lemma 3.10, g, g + 1, g + 2 also form a horizontal strip. Repeating this step,
we see that g, g + 1,g -t 2, . . . , h form a horizontal strip in Q. This means that
i, i + 1, . . ..kformaveeinQ.
Proof. ( a)
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(I) Suppose, on the contrary, that Ui4+I +m.& is not unimodal. Then there exists
j, i < j < k such that a~- i < aj and a1 > C++1. From the second part of Lemma 3.10,
the entries j - 1, j, j + 1 cannot be part of a vee, contradicting the hypothesis.
Therefore, ai ai +1 -1. uk has to be unimodal. n
Example: The insertion of a = 01321 gives the recording tableau

Q=

w
1 2 3
45’

The reduced word II contains the unimodal subsequence 321 and the entries 3, 4,
5 form a vee in Q.
3.2. Main result
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.12. For atf w E B,,
G,(x) =

c

2i(R)-‘o(w)Peh(Rf(~),

R c SDT(w)

where l(R) is the number of rowsin R and l,,(w)is the number ofbars in the l-line notation

ofw.

Proof. We first show that

2”“‘G&) =

C

RESDT(w)

QMR#).

From Definition 2.3,

In order to account for the power of 2, we let out u-compatible sequences include
those that allow ij to be barred even when a, = 0. Denote this expanded set
of u-compatible sequences by K’(u). Since the number of zeros in a reduced word of
w is i&w),
c xlj,lxliZl..q xlcI,
c
aER(w)I Ex’(u)
We now exhibit a bijection @from ((a, i): u E R(w), i E K’(u)) to ((P, T): P E SDT(w),
T a semistandard shifted Young tableau such that sh(T) = sh(P)).
Step 1: Apply Krtikiewicz insertion to u. Let
2”“G,(x) =

a “, (P, Q).
ThisP is the standard d~omposition tableau that we want.
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Step 2: For each I = 1,2, . . . , let ijij+r *.aik be the subsequence of all numbers in
i which is equal to Tar 1.We know that the corresponding subsequence Uiaj+r a.. &is
unimodal with minimum, say ah. From Theorem 3.11, the entries j, j + 1, . . . , k form
a vee in Q. Let g be the entry in the lowest, left most box in the vee. We next replace the
i,g+2 , . . ..~byl.Werepla~gby7ifi~=T
entries j,j + 1, . . . ,g- 1 bylandg+
and by 1 if ih = 1. This produces a semistandard shifted Young tableau T, and we set
@(e,i) = (P, T ).
Given (P, T), we now describe the inverse map by first constructing Q.
Step 1: We replace all the entries in T by distinct numbers 1,2,. . . , m as follows:
Let I= 1.
1. For the boxes in T containing t we replace them in an increasing order from top
to bottom.
2. For the boxes in T containing I, we replace them in an increasing order from left
to right.
We repeat the procedure with 1 = 2, then I= 3 and so on. This produces a standard
shifted Young tableau Q of the same shape as P.
Step 2: Obtain a from (P, Q) by the inverse Krabkiewicz insertion.
Step 3: For each I = 1,2, . . . , let j,j + 1, . . . , k be all the entries in Q that replaced
Tar 1.These entries form a vee in Q. Suppose g is the entry of the lowest, leftmost box in
the vee. Then, by Theorem 3.11, uJaj+r ... ak is unimodal with minimum a,,. Set

and
ii,=

7 if g replaces 7;
1 I if g replaces 1.

By construction, i E K’(u) and this clearly produces the inverse map.
..* xlr_l.This
It is not difficult to see that the monomial associated with T is XIi,,xli21
gives
C Xli,lXli,l***xlil
2’01w’G4~)
= C
asR(w)IEK’(lt)
=c
PESDT(w)

Cx’
sb(Tf = #h(P)

= PE ZTCw) QW)c4-

Therefore,
G,(x) =

c
R E

2”“‘-“‘“‘p,,,,(x).

•l

SDT(w)

Note that E(R)> lo(w)since every row of R can have at most one 0. This gives the
following.

T.K. Lam/Discrete Mathematics I57 (1996) 241-270
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of

Example. Let w = 3412, Let (a, i) = (10231023, 12233336). Note that iE K’(a)
but iqX(a). We now construct (P, T) = @(u,i) as described in the proof. Applying
Kraskiewicz insertion to II, we get

and

With some more work, it can be shown that SDT(5412) contain only

Therefore,
GM(x) =

2Pf5,2,1)

(4

+

PfS,3)(@*

In [2, Section 31, the definition of the C, Stanley function is the same as our G,(x).
Let ws = 12 v--ii. It is the element of longest length in B,. From [lo],
Theorem 3.14 (Kraskiewicz [ 10, Corollary 5.31). SDT (wB)containsonly the standard
decompositiontableau

cB7
1 0
0

Hence,
GWB=

Pf2n-1.2~3,

. . . . 3,l)*

Theorem 3.14 can be generalized.

1

T.K.
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Theorem 3.15. Let w E B, with w, = ii and u = wlw2 ..+~,_~n. Then, there exists
a bijection between SDT(u) and SDT(w). Furthermore,
Gv@)=

c 2”@- JdV)Pp,
- I,s,,(~))
(dc),
Rf SDT(v)

where (2n - 1,A)= (2n - 1, &,A2 I.. ).
Proof. Let u be any reduced word of w. In order that w, = ii, a must contain
aunim~alsubs~uen~n-ln-2.*‘2101
*a.n-2n-l.SoforanyP~SDT(w),
by Lemma 3.7, IP, I= 2n - 1. This forces
Pi = n - 1 n - 2 es. 2101 ..a n - 2 n - 1.
Define Q(P) to be the tableau after deleting Pt. It can be verified that G(P) E SDT(u).
This map is ciearly a bijection. Since Z(P)= Z@(P))+ 1, I,,(w)= I,(u) + 1 and
sh(P) = (2n - 1, sh(@(P)),the formula for G, follows. c1
Using this, we prove a conjecture by Stembridge [18].
Corollary3.16. Let w E B, be such that
Wi =

r for i = il,i2, ‘*a9 ik9
i
otherwise,

where il < i2 < ... < ik Then,
GW =

‘(Zi,-

1, . . . .2i7 - 1,2ii - 1)~

Proof. Since wI = i for all i > ib we can treat w as an element in & We than apply the
previous theorem to get a bijection between SDT(w) and SDT(s) where
Vi =

’
i for i = il,i2, .** ,&-I,
I i otherwise.

We repeat the procedure on u and so on. This shows that SDT(w) contains only one
tableau with k rows and the jth row is of the form
ij- lij-2

***101 ***ij-Zij-

1,

The formula follows easily. 0

4. Further propertiesof KraWewiczinsertion
In this section, we describe some more properties of Kra&iewicz insertion and
relations with other insertion algorithms and operations that appear in the theory of
tableaux.

In Section 4.1, we describe some new properties of the standard decomposition
tabteau. Section 4.2 shows that the FMelman-Greene insertion algorithm can be
considered as a special case of the KraHkiewiczinsertion algorithm. Section 4.3 deals
with properties of the recording tableau and how it changes when we alter the reduced
word. In Section 4.4, we show that Haiman’s short promotion sequences for shifted
Young tableaux of shape (2n - 1, 2n - 3, . . . ,3,1) may be viewed as inverses to
KraSkiewicz insertion.
4.I. Decreasing parts of insertion tableau
Let P be the insertion tableau of a with shape (A,, A,, . . . , A,). Recall from Lemma
3.7 that A, is the length of the longest unimodal subsequence in the reduced word II. In
general, it is diicult to give similar properties for li, i # 1. However, we are able to
say something about the decreasing parts of each row.
Theorem4.1. Let P be a standarddecompositiontableauand let P lj be the tableau that
is obtained when we delete the increasing parts of each row of P. Then, Plj is a shifted
tableau which is strictly decreasing in each row and in each top-left to bottom-right
diagonal.

Remark. If we write PI flush left, it becomes an unshifted tableau of shape &
Ptl >Pz’ ***> pl, whose entries are strictly decreasing in rows and columns.
Proof, Obviously, the numbers in each row of P# is strictly decreasing. To prove the
theorem, it suEices to show for any 2 consecutive rows in P that the decreasing parts
have the properties mentioned above. So, let
ala2 --- arr 1 a,+l

R = -.-v~-J

Rl
S,y2y

(I.. ah

\--y--J,

Rt

I.. bk 1 b,+, -a. bl
I <
y
)
Sl

ST

2 consecutive rows in P with R on top of S.
Note that the subsequence bib2 .I. bLa,,+l e.0 ah or blb2 a.+bgfig+,
modal. By the definition of standard decomposition tableau,
be

k+h-g<h

*s=a,, is uni-

=+ gak.

We now show by induction on 1S I = 1 that g > k and a, > bj for all j < k.
Case: 1S 1= 1. This means that S = bI. Since blala2 is not a u&nodal sequence,
al > bl, al > a2 and g > k = 1.
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Case: ISI > 1. Let j < k. Let P’ be the standard decomposition tableau that is
obtained when we apply the insertion to brbl .*ab&k+l *Sebp, .e=up Then

where c1 > cz > (I==> cj- I> bp By induction hypothesis, cj- 1 > bj- 1 > bk When
we next msert cj+l into P’, bj gets bumped into the second row and it has to be
Case 2.1.3 of the insertion algorithm since cj_l > bj + 1. This means that the
new entry in the&h box in the first row is strictly bigger than bp Hence, Uj > bj for
allj,<k.
Suppose, on the contrary, that g = k. When we insert ak+i, bt gets bumped into the
second row. Again, by the same argument as above, withj replaced by k, this bumping
process involves Case 2.1.3of the insertion algorithm. But bRis the smallest element in
the first row. This causes the length of the decreasing part of the first row to increase
and contradicts g = k. Hence, g > k. c]
The next theorem is an analogue of Lemma 3.7.
Theorem 4.2 Let a --)(P, Q) and sh(P# = p. Then, any longest strictly decreasing
subsequence in a has length pl.
Proof. We first prove the theorem when a = np. Let d = did2 +*adk be a strictly
decreasing subsequence of rrf and let Pi = ala2 ... apl ..a aA1. The subsequence
e-s a,,
is strictly decreasing and has length ,ul. Suppose k > pl. If dkdoes
Ps 1 = w2
not lie in PI t and dk # a,,, then duel, a,, + 1 -weai, is a unimodal subsequence of np of
length greater than li. This contradicts Lemma 3.7. If dk lies in P,f or dk = a,,,,
e-maA,is a unimodal subsequence of np of length bigger than &.
did2 a.. dk-l+,a,,+l
Similarly, this is a contradiction. Hence, k 6 pl_
Next, for a reduced word 11 which is not a reading word, it follows from
Theorem 3.5 that u N xp. It suffices to verify that the length of the longest strictly
decreasing subsequence is preserved by the B-Coxeter-Knuth relations. This is
analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.7 [lo, Lemma 4.81 and we omit this tedious
verification. •l
Using what we have achieved so far, we give an example of G, that has an easy
description in terms of the Schur P-functions.
Corollary 4.3. For the signed ~~utation w = 6 *a=21,
G, ... d4 = P(a,n-1, . . . . z,&).

Proof. Let P E SDTfA ..e 21). Since k,(w)= n, P must have at least n rows and n ‘0’
entries. Therefore, 1P l,lI 2 n(n - 1)/2. But, I(w)= n(n - 1)/2. This forces P = P 4 and
l(P) = n. There is only one such P which is

B
..*.

q/q

::::

73
1 0

0 .

This gives the formula for GA..,X(X). •l
This corollary can be generalized.
Corollary 4.4 (Billey and Haiman [2, Proposition 3.141). Let w = &I, *.. X,123 ~~~
& *‘*I,_, **.A1 ***where Iz= (Al,&, *.. , A.3 is Q shifted shape. Then , SDT (w) con-

73
-

tains only
21

1

Al_2

. ..*.***.**...

&-I

.*.*..**.*

117
1

0

cl
0

..*..*....
p/-ll+J
and

G&4 = f’;lW
Here, ;izmeans omitting k.

Since Wi = i for i > Al, we can consider w an an element of BAt. Let a be
a reduced word of w. First, we note that a must end with a zero. Next, the longest
decreasing subsequence in a has to be AZ- 1 Izr - 2 a.. 2 10. This arises from wl = x1.
By theorem 4.2, for any P E SDT(w),

PrOOf.

PI = #Ia- 1 Ai--2*.*2

10.

Now, if we let P’ be the resulting tableau after deleting P1, it can be verified that
P’oSDT($ where u =&X3 A-+&123 a... By induction on l, SDT(u) contains only
one tableau P’. It has I - 1 rows and the jth row has entries
A.J+l -1

Aj+l-2’*-1

0
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when read from left right. Therefore, SDT(w) contains only one tableau P of the form
given in the theorem and Gw(x)= PA(n)= PA(x). 131
This was proven using a different method in [Z] and it shows that any Schur
P-function can be written as a B, Stanley symmetric function.
4.2. Edelman-Greene insertion

In this subsection, we exhibit a relation between Edelman-Greene insertion and
Kraskiewicz insertion. First, we introduce the notion of a skew shifted Young tableau.
Definition 45. Let Q be a standard shifted Young tableau and S be a subset of
Q which is also a standard shifted Young tableau. We define the skew shijled Young
tabieau Q - S to be the tableau that remains after deleting all the boxes in Q that are
also in S.
The Edelman-Greene insertion algorithm is the S, analogue of the Krdkiewicz
insertion algorithm. We refer the reader to [4] for a description of EdelmanX&ene
insertion and its properties. Let ILbe a reduced word of a pe~utation w in S,. The
Edelman-Greene insertion algorithm maps a to a pair of tableaux. Denote this by

where t’ is the insertion tableau and Q is the recording tableau. Note that p, & are
unshifted and of the same shape. The set of insertion tableaux that is obtained from all
reduced words of w is denoted by SDT,(w).
Example. Consider the permutation v = 2431 and reduced word 3123.

It turns out that SDT(v) contains only the insertion tableau shown above. Now, let
w, = 4321 and then w,u = 3124. If we look at SDT(3T%), it contains only
3 2 1 0 1 213
2102
1 0
0
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Notice that the Edelman-Greene insertion tableau of 2431 appears to the right of the
column of zeros in the Kraskiewicz insertion tableau of zffz;fexcept for the entry in the
second row. This is not a coincidence. We describe this phenomenon in the theorem
below.
Let w = wlwz e.. w,,E S,, and define 17,an element of B,, by

Letws=nn1 e-e 2 1. It is the longest element in S,. Recall from Corollary 4.3 that
_
_
w, = n ..* 21 has only one standard decomposition tableau which we denote by U.
Let I/ be the resulting recording tableau when we apply Kraskiewicz insertion to zu.
Theorem 4.6. Let w E S,. Take a reduced word (I = ala2 a.. a,,, of w,w and let

Then the following holds:
1. P E SDT(G).
2. P 1 = U.
3. The increasingparts of each row ofP form an unshsed tableau, denoted by Pfi. If
weaddi- 1 to each box in the ith row of Pa, we get fr.
4. If we subtract n(n - 1)/2from every box in Q - V, we get &+
Proof, First, note that W,w,w= iii and I(@ + I(wsw)= 1(+).Therefore,

rcuuE R(G) * P E SDT(#).
Since Pu must contain n O’s,it has to be U.
To prove the next two statements, we use induction on m. These are true when
m = 1. Assume m > 1 and let

Now compare the Edelman~reene insertion of a,,, into I”’ and the KraMewicx
insertion of a, into P’. Let the first row of Is’ be
i’; = b&,z

.a. bi,ll.

Suppose a, bumps some bI,l > a,,, during Edelman-Greene insertion:

Now let us look at the situation for Kraskiewicz insertion. By induction, we find that
P; = n-ln-2

***1 Ol~l*J%,z ***bl,l,

and

out

= bi,j - 1 t

n - 1 n - 2 .a’ 1 Olbl,lbj,z

a.. a, a.* bl,;l,

So the number to be inserted into P” is less than the number to be inserted into &.
Also, note that PI t = PI. In a similar fashion, it can be shown that this is still true for
other types of bumpings. By repeating the process for all the other rows, it can be
shown that the two different insertions of a,,, end up in the same row such that p and
Pfi have the same unshifted shape. This means that Q - I/ is just (z with all its entries
increased by nfn - 1)/2. But as the insertion gets to a lower row, the difference
between the numbers to be inserted into the next row under Edelman-Greene
insertion and under Kraskiewicz insertion gets bigger. This causes each entry in Fi to
be i - 1 bigger than the corresponding entry in (Pfi)i as stated in the theorem.
0
So, given P E SDT(ti), if we define Y(P) to be the unshifted tableau that is obtained
by adding i - 1 to each box in the ith row of Pfi for all rows, then Y is a map from
SDT(@) and SDT,(w,w). It is not difficult to see that it is a bijection. Using this, we
prove a conjecture by Stembridge [18]. This has also been proved using a different
method in [2, Eq. (3.15)].
Theorem 4.7. Let w E S,. These exists a bijection from SDT(w) to SDT,(w,w).
Furt~~re,
GN
where

6,

=
=

(n,

c
PS.f &l(P)
04
PESDT,(w,w)
n -

1, . . . ,2, 1).

Proof. The first statement follows from the previous theorem and the bijection
constructed
above. The formula follows from sh(P) = 6, + sh(!P(P)) and
1()(3) = I(P) = n. 0
4.3. Properties of the recording tubleau
In this subsection, we explore the properties of the recording tableau obtained from
Kraskiewicz insertion. In the first part, we characterize the recording tableaux for np
and (xp)‘. This enables us to show that G,(x) = G,-*(x).
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The second part deals with jeu de taquin and evacuation [16]. These can also be
applied to a standard shifted Young tableau [7, 81, We show how it relates to the
recording tableau of Kraskiewicz insertion.
Let Q be a standard shifted Young tableau. We denote by Qlj the standard shifted
Young tableau that is obtained from Q by deleting all the boxes that have entries
strictly bigger than j. We say that Q is row-wise if Q1 = 12 ... &, Q2 = rZif 1
Ii + 2 a**& and so on. Also, we say that a skew tableau Q - S is connected if we can
get from one box to another using a rook.
Lemma 4.8. Let P E SDT(w) and

sh(P) = (&, &, . . . ,A,), Thenfor all i 3 1,
1. sh(Qlli+di+,+ ... +A,)= (&, &+I, +.. ,&), and
+ .._
+lrisa connected vee.
2. QI&+A,+,
+ .,.
+I,
-Qlrzi+t

where

Proof. Let QCn= QIAl+&+,+
... +1,. Let P@)be the standard d~omposition
obtained from P by deleting the first i rows. Then
xpcq

5

tableau

(Pi) , Q”‘) *

This shows that sh(P) = sh(Q”‘)= (ai, Li+1, . . . , A,). It fohows that Q”’ - Qfi+‘) is
connected. Also,
p(i+

1)

5 pi = P@).

Since Pi is unimodal, by Theorem 3.11, Q”’ - QCi”‘) is a vee. •I
Given u E R(w), we know that d = a,,,a,_ 1 I+- al is a reduced word of w-l. The
following lemma provides a nice description for the recording tableau of (7tp)r.
Lemma 4.9. Let P E SDT(w) and
(G’ f: (R, S).
Then S is row-wise.Furthermore, sh(R) = sh(S) = s(P) = 1.
Proof. We prove this by induction on i = I(P). It is obvious when I = 1. Assume I> 1.

By definition
Bp = PIP,_1 *a*PZPl * (XJ = P’ii”z **aq.

Let us apply Krabkiewicz insertion to (7cp)rbut restricting ourselves to the changes in
the first row. Since r)l,is a unimodal sequence of longest length in (x&, by Lemma 3.7.
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/RI1 = /PI/. Therefore, none of the numbers in F,P; -emPI is appended to the first
row during insertion. Thus,

where Ai is the sequence of numbers that are bumped out when I$ is inserted and
1Ail = lPil = r2i.Note that each Ai is a unimodal sequence. Let

We claim that Ui = Af+i and Q = Ai *a’ASA’,. Suppose this in not so. Then, there
exists i > 1 such that A: is a unimodal subsequence of maximum length in A; ‘.a AT.
Let

where U’ has k rows. By theorem 3.5, Ai ..a Ai N au, and by Lemma 3.7,j Vi I > IAil*
Now compare the following insertions:

0 5 R’,U6U;_I a.. U; = R’, : U;U;_,

. . . U;

where R; becomes X after the insertion and Wi is the sequence of numbers bumped
out of the first row when Vi is inserted. Note that I WI1 = IV;1 > 1AsI = lP& This
shows that the resulting insertion tableaux are different. But R’, U; *emU; w
R’,Af -.. Ai. This contradicts Theorem 3.5. Hence, ALAi- .+’ A’, = zu and
sh(U) = (AZ,&, . . . ,A,). So, by the induction hypothesis,
AZ& --a Al = (KJ 5 (R’, S’),
where sh(R’) = sh(U) = (A,, . . . ,A,) and S is a row-wise standard Young tableau.
But R’ is just R with the first row deleted. Hence, S is row-wise and
sh(R) = sh(S) = sh(P) = A. q
In general, it u is not a reading word of some P, we have the following result.
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Theorem 410. Let u E R(w). Suppose

Then

sh(Q) = sh(S).
Proof. Clearly, 4 m xp implies a’ N (7~~)‘.
This means that

By the previous lemma, sh(S) = sh(R) = sh(Q’) = sh(P) = sh(Q). c]
The map given by a + oi’is a bijection between R(w) and R(w- ‘) for all w in R..
From the previous theorem, this map induces a shape-preserving bijection between
SDT(w) and SDT(w-‘) which leads naturally to the next result.
Corollary 4.11. Let w E I& Then
G,(x) = G,-i(x).

For the rest of this subsection, we start off with a long but crucial lemma. It shows
how the shape of the recording tableau changes when we remove a number from the
beginning or the end of the reduced word.
Lemma 4.12. Let u E R(w) and

ala2

**-a*-1

Q2 *.*%,-la,

a2

“‘&_l

5 (P’, Q’),
5

(4

s),

9 (R’,S’).

Then

C W’)
u
u.
sh(R’)C sh(R)
W”)

Furthermore, sh(R) # sh(P’) iJ ((a& (p’,4’)) is not conrtected, where Cp,q) =
sh(P) - sh(P’) and (p’, q’) = sh(P’) - sh(R’).
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Proof. Clearly, sh(P’) c sh(P) and sh(R’) c sh(R). Let

ama,- I .-. a2al 5 (U, V),

amam
- 1 I-- a2 5 (v’, V’).
From Theorem 4.10,
sh(R) = sh(U’) c sh(U) = sh(P).
This gives one inclusion and we can get the last inclusion by the same method. Next,
we prove the last statement. Note that sh(P) - sh(R’) = {@,q), &‘,q’)).
( *) By the inclusion of shapes, sh(R) # sh(P’) forces
sh(P) - sh(R) = (p’,q’).
Since 01,q) and (p’,q’) are corner boxes of sh(P), they cannot be connected.
( -= ) We begin with some simplifications. Without loss of generality, we can assume
p < p’. Since all the insertions tableaux are not changed when we replace
aza3 a.. a,_l by 1~~‘~
we can assume that a2a3 ... a,_ i = 7(x’= RiR;- 1 *-- R;R\. We
then have
alR;R;_ 1 ... R;R;a,

5 (P,Q},

alR;R;_ 1 a.+R;R’, r: (P’,Q’),
R;Ri_1 *** RlzRia, fl, (RS?,
RiR;-1 *** RbR; 2 (R’,As),

Compare the insertion tableaux P’ and R’. Note that
p’ > 1
*IP;I

= IR;l

=+p; = R;,
since R; is a unimodal subsequence of longest length in alR;R;_ 1 a.- R;R;. Next, we
proceed to use induction on p.
Case: p = 1. So, lPll - [Pi\ + 1 which implies that Pia,,, is unimodal. Therefore,
P 1 = P;a, = R;a, = Rz
a/R,1 = fp;( + 1

=$sh(R) # sh(P’).
Case: p > 1. So, iPil = IF1 I which implies that P;a, is not unimodal. Therefore,
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Now,R; = Pi and RI is also obtained from Ri by inserting a,,,.Hence, RI = PI. We
then have
alR;R;_I ... R2ak 2 cm>,
alR;R;_ i --- R; 5 (P,$I),
R;Ri_1 .** RX

5 (fi,$,

RiRi-1 .** R; 9 (&S).

where P, a, i?, k are standard decomposition tableaux obtained from the corresponding tableaux by deleting the first row. Since sh(fi - sh(a’) is not connected, by
induction hypothesis,
sh(@ # sh(& * sh(P’) # sh(R),

q

Next, following the notation in [lS, Section 3.111,we define delta operator d and
evacuation.
Deli&ion 4.13. Let Q be a standard shifted Young tableau. Define d(Q) to be the
resulting tableau after applying the following operations:
1. Remove the entry 1 from, Q.
2. Apply jeu de taquin into this box.
3. Deduct 1 form each of the remaining boxes.
This is essentially the same as [15, Definition 3.ll.llbut here, we are applying d to
a shifted Young tableau. In the notation of f73, d(Q) is the tableau which is obtained
by subtracting 1 from every box in Q(l --, co).
Theorem4.14. Let u = ala2 *.. a, E R(w) and suppose
es+ a,%

w2

a2

e-s

(P,Qh

a,,,5 (R, S).

Then
S = d(Q).

Proof. Induct on M.
Case: m = 1. Trivial.
Case: m > 1. Let

a2 .I* anrwl5 (R’,SI,-2).
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Let &I, q) =

sh(Q) - sh(Qj,_,) and (p‘,q’)= sh(QI,- 1)- sh(S/,-,).

As in Lemma

4.12.
WQ Im- I) C WQ)
u
U.
C MS)

W%,-2)

By induction hypothesis, d(Q[,-,) = Slrnb2.Note that @‘,q’)is the last box to be
vacated when we compute d(Ql,_ J_
Subcase 1: sh(S) = sh(QI,-l). From Lemma 4.12, (@,q), @‘,q’)}is connected.
When we apply A on Q, the jeu de taquin process can be split into two parts. The first
part consists of jeu de taquin moves inside Qlllz_1 only. They are the same as the jeu de
taquin moves used when we compute A(Ql,,,-1).Therefore, the box (p’,q’) is vacated in
this part of the process. The second part slides the entry of box (p, 4) into (p’,4’). It is
not difficult to see then that d(Q) = S.
Subcase 2: sh(S) # sh(QJ,_ i). From Lemma 4.12, ((p,q), (p’, q’)} is not connected.
Using the same reasoning as above, it can be shown that d(Q) = S. q
We now define evacuation.
Detition 4.15. Let Q be a standard shifted Young tableau with IQ1= m. We define
the evacuation of Q, denoted by ev(Q),to be a shifted Young tableau of the same shape
as Q such that each box (i, j) has entry m - k + 1 iff sh(&Q)) and sh(dk- l(Q)) differ in
box (i,j).
Again, this is essentially the same as [ 15, Definition 3.11.l] but we are defining it on
shifted Young tableaux instead. An alternate definition can be found in [7, Section 81.
Observe that if Q is of size m, then
eWQ#

= evtQ)lm- I.

Corollary 4.16. Let a E R(w) and

a”5 (R, S).
Then,

S = ev(Q).
Proof. Let a = aluz I.- a,,,. We use induction on m.
Case: m = 1. Trivial.

Case: m > 1. Consider Kraskiewicz insertion of the word u2u3 ++*u,. By
Theorem 4.14,
~2~3

*** U,

2

(P’,d(Q)).
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Let (p, q) = sh(Q) - shfd (Q)).By definition, box (p, q) in ev(Q) has entry m, Applying
the induction hypothesis, we get

amamI ...

a3a2 f

(R',s')

where S’ = ev(d(Q)) = ev(Q)l,_ r. Now,
R=R’t

in

al.

This shows that
%I- 1 = s’ = ev(Q)f,,,_1.
From Theorem 4.10, sh(S) = sh(Q) and sh(S) = sh(Q’).This means that the entry m in
S is in the box (p, q) and hence S = ev(Q). 0
Example. Let a = 214203 E R(32514).Applying Krafkiewicz insertion to d gives

[w,

1~)

and to 14203 gives

The reader can check that the second recording tableau can be obtained by applying
d to the first recording tableau. Applying Kraskiewicz insertion to Ir’ = 302412 gives

(I~,

wj

Note that a’ is a reduced word of 32514-l = 42153. It can be verified that third
recording tableau can be obtained from the first by evacuation. We have hoped that
there is a similar operation on the insertion tableau. However, we have failed to find
one.
4.4. Short promotion sequence
In [8, Theorem 5.121,the short promotion sequence of a shifted tableau is used to
give a bijection between standard shifted Young tableaux of shape (2n - 1,
2n - 3 , . . . ,3,1) and reduced words of wg,the longest element in B,. The same method
produces a’bijection between standard Young tableaux of shape (n - 1, n - 2, . . . , 1)
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and reduced words of w, the longest element of S,,.In [4, Theorem 7.181,it is shown
that the Edelman-Greene insertion algorithm applied to reduced words of w, is the
inverse map of the short promotion sequence for S,. In this subsection, we prove that
Krakiewicz insertion, when restricted to R(wB),is the inverse operation of short
promotion sequences for B,.
Lemma 4.17. Let N = n2 and 0 = ala2 ft. a&?-IaNE Rfws).If a0is a number such that
+a* UN-l

a0aia2

E R(w&),

then

a0 = aN.
Proof.

The definition of the promotion operator is in [S, Section 43 and the definition for
the short promotion sequence is in [8, Section 51,We restate these definitions here but
restricting ourselves to the case of standard shifted Young tableaux of shape (2n - 1,
2n - 3 , . . . ,3,1).
Definition 4.18. Let N = n2. Given a standard shifted Young tableau T of shape
(2n - 1, 2n-3 , . . . ,3,1), we define the promotion operator acting on T to be the

tableau obtained after applying the following operations:
1. Delete the largest entry in T.
2. Apply jeu de taquin into the empty box.
3. Put 0 into the box (1, 1).
4. Add 1 to every box.
We denote the resulting tableau by p(T).
The short promotion sequence p^(T) is the sequence of numbers r1r2 +.erN where
ri = n - k if the largest entry of the tableuu p”-‘(T)

is in the kth row.

The promotion operation is almost the inverse of A in the sense that
&(T)) = TIN- I.
Theorem 4.19. Let u E R(w,) and a -P(P, Q). Then,

&Q,=e.
Proof. From Lemma 4.17, we have a$&& ..a UN_i E R(wB). Recall that SDT(wB)
contains only one tableau. So,
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But, by Theorem 4.14, the recording tableau for ala2 0.. uNel is
QIN-I

= d(S).

By the previous remarks,

&lQ))= QIN-I

=

d(s),

and since sh(Q) = sh(S),

This shows that the promotion operator p acting on Q corresponds to moving the last
number in the reduced word a to the first position.
Suppose the largest entry N of Q is in the kth row. Note that N has to be in the last
box of that row. By reversing the Krajlkiewicz insertion algorithm, it can be shown
that aN = n - k = rw we can then repeat the procedure on aNal& ‘.a aN_1 to show
that FN _ 1 = aN _ 1 and so on. Therefore,
BQ)=a.

•I

5. Open problems

There are a number of open problems in this area that we would like to explore.
1. Let 11E B,. We know that

tf

5 (R,ev(Q)).

Is there a nice description of the map from P to R directly?
2. Is there a theory of shifted balanced tableaux? This theory for S, is well explored
in [4]. But our attempts to find a suitable shifted analogue have been futile so far.
3. Is there an analo8ue of the jeu de taquin here? The jeu de taquin is another way
of looking at the Robinson-Schensted algorithm. There are analogues of jeu de taquin
for Edelman-Creene insertion and Sagan-Worley insertion (see [ 19,141). It is natural
to ask if there is one for KraSkiewicz insertion.
4. Can Haiman’s shifted mixed insertion [7] be modified to give an insertion
algorithm that is equivalent to Krdkiewicz insertion?
5. What are the conditions when SDT(w) contains exactly one tableau? The
analogue of this question for Edelman-Greene insertion has been answered [17,
Theorem 4.1; 4, Theorem 8.1J. The 2143-avoiding permutations are the only permutations v such that SDT,(u) contains only one insertion tableau. The data for B4 and
& suggest the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 5.1. Let w r B,. SDT(w) contains only one tableau iff w avoids the
following:
321 132 2341 3412
2143 231 4123 3312
2413 521 4123 3312
3142 325 2347 XI2
312 32i
We are able to prove this for w E B,,,lo(w) = 0, n - 1,n.
6. What are the conditions for 280(W)Gw
= Qn,*is a skew Schur Q-function? This is
an extension of the previous question. Some results have been obtained (see [5,18]).
7. Extend this theory to D,. Most of the work in this paper has been generalized to
Dm the group of signed permutations with even number of signs [ll].
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